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Operations Research

I ECTS: 6 cfu
I Teaching material and info available on the web

http://www.diag.uniroma1.it/˜palagi/didattica/aa-2019-20

I Please sign in the Google group
https://groups.google.com/a/diag.uniroma1.
it/d/forum/or_ici_2019
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Exam & Grading Operations Research

I Written exam
I to be admitted a short multiple choice test on very basic tool
I maximum grade is 31 = 30 cum laude;
I at least greater than 18 to go to the oral part;

I Oral exam
I maximum grade is 30
I without the oral, the finale grade is max 24;
I oral is mandatory for grade over 24;

I In case of oral, the final grade is the arithmetic average of
the two parts. The passing grades are from 18 to 30 cum
laude
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Lab. of Operations Research

I ECTS: 3 cfu
I Lecture on Friday starting at 15:45
I Teaching material and info available on the web
I Please sign in the Google group of the LAB

I GRADING: there is no mark: is a {0,1} exam (pass/not
pass) BUT

I WHEN taken during the class a grade is assigned and IF
the mark is greater than 26/30, it can enter the arithmetic
average of the OR exam (with oral)
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Who am I ?
I PhD - Associate Professor in Operation Research
I Main field of research nonlinear optimization & applications
I Optimization for Machine Learning (ML)

I use of ML to define surrogate models in black box
optimization and/or to apply in Engineering and Medicine

I Collaborations with research groups in Mechanical
Engineering and Electric Engineering

I Teaching assistant (Edoardo Tronci) mainly for the LAB OR
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What about you ?

?

I Let’s take a survey1

https://forms.gle/tXhxLQ2ooQyoPsqd6
http://www.diag.uniroma1.it/˜palagi/didattica/aa-2019-20
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What’s about O.R. Operations Research (USA) - Operational Research (UK)

The terms ”decision science”, ”management science” and also ”analytics” are sometimes used as synonyms for O.R.

See e.g. https://www.informs.org/
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The origin

I The term OR was initially applied in Britain just prior to
World War II to denote the efforts of military planners.

I History is not clear and different people have different
views of the same event. We report a brief version of Prof.
J. E. Beasley.
http://people.brunel.ac.uk/ mastjjb/jeb/jeb.html.
You can find details into http://people.brunel.ac.uk/m̃astjjb/jeb/or/intro.html

I Between 1935 and 1937 UK developed a control system
for fighter aircraft based on the use of the RAdio Detection
And Ranging.

I (1936) Royal Air Force (RAF) started pre-war radar
experiments at the Bawdsey Research Station.
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Biggin Hill Experiment
I (1937) The ”Biggin Hill Experiment” started with the aim of

integrate radar data with ground based observer data for fighter
interception.

I The information was fed into the general air-defense warning
and control system. The tracking information obtained from
radar was not satisfactory

I (1938) Four additional radar stations had been installed along
the coast BUT the aircraft location and control system did NOT
improve neither in coverage nor in effectiveness.

I There was the need to coordinate and correlate the, often
conflicting, information received from the radar stations.

I The Superintendent of Bawdsey Research Station, A.P. Rowe
proposed to start a research program into the operational - as
opposed to the technical - aspects of the system.

I The term ”operational research” was coined.
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Operational Research Section
I So, the military services began assembling scientists,

engineers and mathematicians into groups to conduct
research directly in support of high-level officers. Air Chief
Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding was the chief of the OR team.

I (1939) UK made the last pre-war air defence exercise that
showed a great improvement in the operation of the air
defence warning and control system. The contribution
made by the OR team was evident.

I after (1941) RO was used on lot of problems such as

1. organisation of flying maintenance and inspection
2. comparison of aircraft type
3. improvement of attack kill probability (the probability of

attacking and killing a U-boat)
4. etc
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I By the end of the war OR was well established in the
armed services both in the UK and in the USA.

I Among the researcher there was

George B. Dantzig (1914 - 2005)1

who worked at the Pentagon as an expert on
programming-planning methods using desk calculators. He
posed for the first time in 1947 linear programming problem
(LP) and a method to compute its solution the simplex
method.

I (1948) Dantzig presented LP to a meeting of the
Econometric Society in Wisconsin.

1http://news.stanford.edu/news/2005/may25/
dantzigobit-052505.html
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Dantzing’s memory2

I was a young unknown and I remember how frightened I was with
the idea of presenting for the first time to such a distinguished
audience the concept of linear programming. After my talk, .... a hand
was raised. It was Hotellings. I must hasten to explain that Hotelling
was fat. ..... This huge whale of a man stood up in the back of the
room,..... He said:

But we all know the world is nonlinear.

Having uttered this devastating criticism of my model, he majestically
sat down....... Suddenly another hand in the audience was raised. It
was von Neumann...who.... said:

The speaker titled his talk linear programming and carefully stated his
axioms. If you have an application that satisfies the axioms, well use

it. If it does not, then don’t,

and he sat down.
2http:

//web.udl.es/usuaris/MatFDiE/OptiSim/2LPOperRes02.pdf
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Nobel prize ?

Dantzing was inspired by the Interindustry Input-Output Model
of the American Economist of Wassily Leontief (1906-1999;
Nobel Prize 1976).

In 1975 Tjalling Koopmans and Leonid Kantorovich
were awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics for their
contribution in resource allocation and linear
programming. Many professionals, Koopmans and
Kantorovich included, were surprised at Dantzigs
exclusion as an honoree. Most individuals familiar with
the situation considered him to be just as worthy of the
prize3.

3From INFORMS
https://www.informs.org/Explore/History-of-O.R.
-Excellence/Biographical-Profiles/Dantzig-George-B
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Starting with the RAND Corporation....
I (1948) Following the end of the war OR took a different

course in the UK as opposed to in the USA. In the UK
many of the distinguished OR workers returned to their
original peacetime disciplines. In the USA OR spread to
the universities so that systematic training in OR began.
In 1948 project RAND started in the USA (research and
development) (see http://www.rand.org/about/history/)

I (1951) The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition for
Non Linear Programming

I (1954) Ragnar Frisch (the first Nobel prize in Economics)
proposed an interior point methods for LP

I (1954) William Orchard-Hays of the Rand Corporation,
wrote the first commercial software for solving linear
programs
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...to nowadays

OR was born in a pre-computer period, nevertheless the impact
of using OR techniques were quite significant.
In the 21th century the increasing power and widespread
availability of computers allow the use of high quantities of data
and increases calculating capacity. OR supplies the analytic
and solving tools.

“O.R. is the application of advanced analytical methods
to help make better decisions on complex decision problems”
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Why one should use analytic tools ?

let’s check on a simple example staff assignment.
G.B. Dantzig - Linear Programming: the story about it began: some legends, a little about historical significance,

and comments about where its many mathematical programming extensions may be headed in History of

Mathematical programming - a collection of personal reminiscences, J.K. Lenstra, A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan and A.

Schrijver eds., NorthHolland (1991).

A company considers the problem of assigning 70 men to 70
jobs.

Of course
I each man must be assigned a job (there are 70 such)
I each job must be filled (also 70)

It is important to the company how to do assignment.
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The assignment problem

The reasons why different assignment can have different values
may be due to

I preference of each man that performs certain tasks more willingly than
others or

I different working skills of each individual employee

Suppose a value or benefit cij is known for each possible assignment of the
i-th man to the j-th job.
The problem consists in comparing all the possible assignments of
employees to activities and select the best one.
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The assignment problem: objective

What does “best one” mean?

Of course it depends on the point of view !

I To the company
global point of view: “best one” may mean the one that
allows to get the maximum average gain in terms of
satisfaction/performance or the maximum of the worst
preference or the minimum of the best preference or the
difference among the two values, etc.

I To the worker
(individual point of view) “best one” may have different
values depending on the “player”

We assume a global viewpoint when there is only one decision
maker
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The 3 dimensional assignment
The assignment problem has been proposed for the first time n
1950 on the journal (Psychometrika, 15(3), (1950) ”The problem of classification of personnel”).

ROBERT L. THORNDIKE 2 1 7  

cri terion of job success. Though plenty of problems remain wi th  
respect  to the detailed application of multiple regression techniques 
to the development of  a ba t te ry  of prediction tests, choice f rom 
among them, and combination of the tests into a bat tery,  the  main 
outlines for  obtaining maximum prediction of a single job cri terion 
are clear and are famil iar  to every s tudent  of tests. In the case of 
the classification problem, however,  no such mathematical ly best  so- 
lution has been formulated.  ( I t  is, of  course, possible tha t  no solu- 
tion exists.) 

Before  we can hope for  a solution to the problem of classifica- 
tion, we must  see to it tha t  the problem is precisely formulated and 
clearly stated. What,  in its essence, is the problem ? Reduced to its 
basic elements and to its pure form, it may  be s tated as follows: 

Given:  A set of k job  categories with N vacancies to be filled 
(N _>- k) ,  and N individuals to be used in filling them. 

Requ i red :  To assign the individuals to the jobs  in such a way  
tha t  the average success* of all the individuals in all the jobs to 
which they are assigned will be a maximum. 

TABLE 1 
Aptitudesof ThreeIndividualsforThreeJobs 

Individual Job A Job B Job C 

I 55 60 65 
II 50 50 55 

III  45 50 45 

We can illustrate this by the example of three  men and three  
jobs presented in Table 1. Suppose that  those represent  perfect ly 
valid measures  of apt i tudes of the three men for  the three jobs, all 
scores being expressed in s tandard  scores of  some reference popu- 
lation. There are, of course, six permutat ions  of assignment of the 
men to the jobs, and examination of these quickly shows that  the 
sum of the apt i tude scores is a maximum when I is assigned to Job  
C, II  to Job  A, and II I  to Job  B. The sum is then 165. It  is not nec- 
essary  that  the jobs be equally weighted. Thus, if it were especially 
impor tan t  to have the best talent  in Job  B, for  example, tha t  job  
might  be given triple weight. The maximum of A ÷ 3B ÷ C is ob- 
tained by assigning individual I to Job B, l I  to C, and III  to A. 

*The term "success", as it is used in this paper, may be interpreted quite 
broadly to include measures of job satisfaction as well as ratings of performance 
or measures  of  production.  
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The 3 dimensional assignment: let’s try !

job]1 job]2 job]3
worker]1 0,9 0,8 1
worker]2 0,7 0,5 1
worker]3 0,8 0,4 1
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More formally, we have

I a finite set D of men {1,2, . . . ,70},
I a finite set A of jobs {1,2, . . . ,70},
I for each pair (man]i , job]j) a value or benefit cij > 0;

As an example, we can assume that

cij =

{
1 if man]i likes job]j
< 1 otherwise

“best one” = maximum average gain

The average gain can be expressed as the sum of the values cij
corresponding to the assignment of man]i to job]j .

The ideal solution would be an assignment of value equal to 70,
but this is not always possible (actually almost never).
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Complete enumeration

job]1 job]2 job]3
worker]1 0,9 0,8 1
worker]2 0,7 0,5 1
worker]3 0,8 0,4 1

job]1 job]2 job]3
worker]1 c11 c12 c13

worker]2 c21 c22 c23

worker]3 c31 c32 c33

Let’s evaluate all the possible assignments.

{(1,1), (2,2), (3,3)}, c11 + c22 + c33 = 0,9 + 0,5 + 1 = 2,4
{(1,1), (2,3), (3,2)}, c11 + c23 + c32 = 0,9 + 1 + 0,4 = 2,3
{(1,2), (2,1), (3,3)}, c12 + c21 + c33 = 2,5
{(1,2), (2,3), (3,1)}, c12 + c23 + c31=2,6
{(1,3), (2,2), (3,1)}, , c13 + c22 + c31 = 2,4
{(1,3), (2,1), (3,2)}, c13 + c21 + c32 = 2,3
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Complete enumeration

The best choice among all those satisfying restrictions is
{(1,2), (2,3), (3,1)} of value 2,6
worker #1

worker #2

worker #3

job #1

job #2

job #3

Attention ! there are combination with a value better than 2,6
but they do not satisfy the restrictions of covering all the jobs.
e.g: {(1,3), (2,3), (3,3)} has value 3
or {(1,1), (2,3), (3,1)} with value 2,7 !
Although these choices have higher return, they do not solve
the required problem.
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The 4 dimensional assignment: what’s changing ?

job]1 job]2 job]3
worker]1 0,9 0,8 1
worker]2 0,7 0,5 1
worker]3 0,8 0,4 1

job]1 job]2 job]3 job]4
worker]1 0,9 0,8 1 0,7
worker]2 0,7 0,5 1 0,9
worker]3 0,8 0,4 1 0,8
worker]4 1 0,7 0,8 0,5
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Complete enumeration

How many are the choices?

number of workers choices
3 6 = 3 · 2
4 24 = 4 · 3 · 2
5 120 = 5 · 4 · 3 · 2
...

...
n n!

When the number of workers/jobs is 70
all possible assignments are 70!

For each of the 70! one needs to get the value of the choice
and then select the best one. How “big” is 70! ?
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Veeeeeeeery BIG
n 2 4 6 10 15 20 60 70
n ! 2 24 720 3628800 1307674368000 2432902008176640000 - -

order of 1 10 102 106 ∼ 1012 ∼ 1018 ∼ 1081 ∼ 10100

the possible choices are a huge number, larger than 10100.

Can we do with the current technology ?

In November 2016, the world’s fastest supercomputer becomes
the Sunway TaihuLight (National Supercomputing Center in
Wuxi) with a LINPACK benchmark rating of 93 peta(1015)flops.
This is nearly three times as fast as the previous holder of the
record, the Tianhe-2, which ran at 34 petaflops. In computing, FLOPS

(FLoating-point Operations Per Second) is a measure of computer performance, it is a count of the floating point

operations carried out by a given algorithm or computer program in one second.
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How long will it take to such a computer to examine all the 70!
choices ?

Assuming each evaluation corresponds to one flops
(that’s not !) we can roughly state

In one year we have (365*24*3600=)31536000∼ 3 · 107

seconds,
so that Sunway TaihuLight can elaborate

∼ 3 · 107 · 93 · 1015 =∼ 1025

Floating Point Operations.
Hence Sunway TaihuLight should work about
10100/1025 = 1075 years to enumerate all the choices.
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When should have it started working ?

Sunway TaihuLight should work about 1075 years to enumerate
all the choices.

The age of the universe is about 13 billion years (13·109) !!!!!

The answer is NO !
Even if it would have worked from the time of the Big Bang.

“If, there were 1040 Earths circling the sun each filled solid with nanosecond speed computers all programmed in

parallel from the time of the big bang until the Sun grows cold, then perhaps the answer might be, YES.” - G. Dantzig

Why use analytical tools ?

I In most cases it is unreasonable to check all the possible
solutions to get the best one.
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